WELLNESS AND WELL-BEING

A Full Life

Five ways to foster meaningful work
and boost lawyer well-being.
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he cliché that, on our deathbeds, we’ll never wish we
had worked more implies that work is inevitably a
soulless, meaningless transaction for pay. That’s not
what most of us were looking for when we applied to law
school. But, for too many lawyers, it’s an accurate depiction
of what their work has become. The result is that too many
end up feeling trapped, cynical, and burned out—and
lawyers, clients, and the profession suffer. One way to avoid
such deathbed regrets is to make work more meaningful.
Report after report about millennial lawyers say that’s what
they want. And don’t we all agree?
The importance of creating meaningfulness in our lives
can hardly be overstated. It is profoundly vital to our health
and happiness, and, for many people, it is the ultimate goal
of our work and non-work lives.1 The good news is that social
scientists have devised many evidence-based strategies to
enhance our own work-related meaningfulness and that of
our colleagues and staff members. Below, after an explanation
of why meaningfulness should play a central role in lawyer
well-being initiatives, are five strategies that you can start
using right away to boost meaningfulness and well-being.
Meaningful Work, Well-Being, and Work Engagement
“Work” is among the most common responses to surveys
asking what gives life meaning,2 and most people identify
having important and meaningful work as the single most
valued feature of their employment.3 But this source of well-
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being too often has been overlooked in a profession that
narrowly favors rationality and logic.4 This blind spot may
help explain why many lawyers experience a “profound
ambivalence about their work”5 and are not fully thriving.6
Meaningful work has been defined as a sense that one’s
work has significance, facilitates personal growth, and contributes to the greater good.7 Work has “significance” when
we judge it as being worthwhile and important within our
own value system.8 When work is meaningful, people feel
motivated to fully invest themselves, as is reflected in the
many positive outcomes of meaningful work—including work
engagement as well as higher job performance, job satisfaction,
and lower anxiety and depression.9 Work engagement is a
form of workplace thriving in which people feel energetic,
resilient, a sense of meaning and purpose, and optimally
challenged.10 High engagement contributes to, for example,
better mental health, job satisfaction, and performance, as
well as reduced stress, burnout, and turnover.11 According to
multiple studies, the biggest driver of work engagement is
the experience of meaningful work.12
On the other hand, dwindling meaningfulness is highly
damaging—and is a primary cause and effect of burnout.13
Burnout is a debilitating response to chronic stress that can
have serious psychological and physiological effects that can
negatively impact work performance. For example, burnout
and related conditions undermine the capacity for emotion
regulation, impulse control, and deliberative decision-making.
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Notably, it is meaningfulness and not generic workplace
stress that drives burnout. One scholar has argued “the root
cause of burnout lies in people’s need to believe that their
lives are meaningful, that the things they do are useful and
important.”14 People with high initial expectations for deriving
significance from their work gradually can become overwhelmed
by a sense of helplessness as they come to view their work as
ultimately futile or not enough to live up to those early ideals.
Generally, if people are able to recover a sense of significance
in their work, the problem of burnout can be resolved.
Accordingly, having a sense that one’s work is meaningful is a
key factor for stimulating engagement and avoiding burnout.
Making Work Meaningful
Although social science researchers have identified many
meaning-making strategies, there is no one-size-fits-all formula.
As noted above, whether we deem our work “significant” is
tied to our own values. The best approach will be to try out
any of the five science-backed strategies below that interest
you to see what works best for you.
Strategy No. 1: Prioritize Positivity. People who plan their
days to foster naturally occurring positive emotions more frequently experience them and have higher well-being—a positive mental habit called “prioritizing positivity.”15 In turn, a
high frequency of positive emotions is strongly associated
with feelings of meaningfulness, engagement, and physical
and psychological well-being.16 Not all positivity-boosting
activities are created equal, though. The most effective will
be those that allow us to achieve something that provides a
sense of accomplishment, develop feelings of mastery, help
others, express personal values, or tackle just the right amount
of challenge.17
Strategy No. 2: Experiment With Job Crafting. To create
true meaning, people first must get to know who they really
are, including their values and priorities, and then act in
accordance with that knowledge.18 Self-congruence is a key
condition for feeling a sense of meaningfulness.19 For work,
this means that the tighter the “fit” between ourselves and
our jobs, the greater the sense of meaningfulness. The more
that our work aligns with who we are—including our interests,
skills, abilities, strengths, and values—the happier we’ll be.20
Through a technique called job crafting, lawyers can seek
to enhance meaningfulness by proactively shaping their
sense of fit with their work.21 Job tasks, relationships, and
our own thoughts and feelings all can be targets of job crafting.
In what’s called cognitive crafting, for example, we train our
attention on our work’s benefits—including the benefits
that flow even from the undesirable parts. For example, a
hospital custodian might frame his or her job not as simply
mopping floors but as creating a healing environment for
patients. In relationship crafting, we seek out people who
energize us and cut back on contact with those who deplete
us. Task crafting includes seeking out tasks that interest us
and possibly delegate or trade work tasks that we like less.
Through job crafting, we can amplify the experience of
meaningfulness of our work without having to change jobs
or employers.
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Strategy No. 3: Value High-Quality Relationships. Close
interpersonal relationships and a sense of belonging are
major contributors to a sense of meaningfulness at work.22 An
important way relationships affect a sense of meaningfulness
is by making people feel that they matter.23 People feel that
they matter when others pay attention to them, support and
care for them, appreciate them, and also seek their contribution. Feeling valued and valuable is at the very heart of work
engagement.24 The opposite of mattering is feeling marginalized—that one does not fit in, is not significant, and is not
needed. Colleagues can support each other’s sense that they
matter and that their work matters through activities, communications, and cues that reinforce that their work is valued by society and influences people’s lives, that individual
lawyer’s ideas and suggestions are valued, and that their
contribution is desired and appreciated.
Strategy No. 4: Strive for Continuous Learning. We all
have an inborn desire to seek opportunities to exercise and
express our capacities and to seek optimal challenges that
stretch our abilities without overmatching them.25 Personal
development efforts, coaching, feedback, and goal-setting all
can play a role in achieving a sense of personal enrichment
that contributes to a sense of meaningfulness.26 Feeling that
we are continuously learning, growing, increasing our level of
mastery, and enhancing our capacity to respond effectively to
challenges provides a strong source of meaning in work.27 In
fact, people who are committed to continuous learning are
more likely to feel that their work is meaningful. But when
work feels boring, repetitive, and unchallenging, meaningfulness can nosedive. To avoid this, try continually setting
challenging developmental goals and tracking progress.
Strategy No. 5: Appreciate Your Positive Impact. Most of
us have a strong desire for our work to make a positive difference in others’ lives.28 In fact, feeling that we are directly
helping others or are contributing to the greater good has
been found to be the biggest contributor to meaningfulness.29
On the other hand, the perceived absence of a positive impact
raises the risk of burnout and undercuts job satisfaction.30
One strategy for reminding ourselves that our work positively contributes to others and the greater good is to regularly
orchestrate ways to come face-to-face with people who communicate with us about the positive impact of our work.
Research shows that doing so gives a powerful boost to
engagement and meaningfulness. For example, in one study,
a college scholarship recipient met with callers who solicited
alumni donations. For only five minutes, the recipient talked
about how the scholarship had made a difference in his life.
One month after the visit, the callers showed average increases
of 142 percent weekly time spent on the telephone and 171
percent in scholarship funds raised.31
Business organizations have sought to take advantage of
the positive consequences of such research in a variety of ways.
For example, Medtronic has an annual custom of inviting
patients to its holiday party to share stories about how the
company’s technology has helped them. At Wells Fargo,
managers show bankers videos of people describing how
low-interest loans rescued them from severe debt. Olive Garden
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shares letters from customers describing meaningful events
celebrated at the company’s restaurants.32 Likewise, law firms
might find innovative ways to allow clients to share stories
of how lawyers have made a positive difference in their lives.
Conclusion
Promoting well-being is an imperative for the legal profession.
Lawyers owe a responsibility not only to themselves to craft happy,
satisfying lives but also to protect their professional competency
and be their best at work. As the above reflects, multiple
meaning-making strategies are available for lawyers to do so.
Perhaps the current cliché that, on their deathbeds, people
will never wish that they had worked more eventually will give
way to physicist Stephen Hawking’s perspective that, “Work
gives you meaning and purpose and life is empty without it.” TBJ
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